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Socialisation


Higher retention and loyalty


Outstanding acquisition tool


Acquisition through communities


Lower financial risks 
(due to peer-to-peer nature)

Multiplayer peer-to-peer card games benefits:

Why Integrate Card Games?



Key Highlights
Innovation 


19-year non-stop gaming 
software development

Smooth API integration


Simple steps and supervision

Individuality


Customisation of any type 
(from changing the logo to 
complete redesign)

Clear onboarding


Detailed instructions on the 
settings in the backend

Customer support


The professional team at your 
service

Maintenance


Regular updates to sustain 
the level



Stud Hi-Lo


7-card Stud


Razz

Stud

Telesina 
(Italian Poker)

Telesina with Vela


Telesina 7A


Telesina 7A  with Vela

Card Game Types

Chinese Poker

Classic


OFC (Open face Chinese)


Turbo OFC


OFC Pineapple


OFC Pineapple 2-7


OFC Pineapple Progressive

2-7 single draw


2-7 triple draw


5-card draw 7-ace

Draw Games

Badugi


Badeucy


Badacey

Badugi

Turkish Poker

PLO (Pot Limit Omaha)


PLO Hi-Lo


PLO5 (Big O) 

Plo 6


PLO5 Hi-Lo


PLO6 Hi-Lo


Courchevel

Omaha

No Limit Hold'em


Fixed Limit Hold'em


6+ Hold'em  

(Short Deck Hold'em) 

Triton Short Deck


Pineapple

Texas Hold’em

Call Break

Big 2

Teen Patti

Rummy

Points Rummy


Deals Rummy


Pool Rummy



Texas Hold 'em is the most popular poker game. It is known as the 
high-action poker with relatively simple rules.


The game's object is for players to form a five-card poker hand 
that ranks higher than the other players' five-card poker hands.


The game will be played on a standard poker table which shall 
accommodate up to ten seated positions for patrons.


The principal difference between standard Hold 'em and Short 
Deck Hold 'em is that in 6+ Hold'em the deck consists only of 36 
cards instead of 52. Thus, though the gameplay is identical in 
terms of streets and betting, the royalties differ.

Texas Hold’em
No Limit Hold’em  |  6+ Hold’em (Short Deck Hold’em)   
Triton Short Deck  |  Pineapple  |  Fixed Limit Hold’em



Omaha is the second most popular poker game type. This game 
has the same stages as Hold 'em, but each player gets four pocket 
cards instead of two, and they must use two of them for a final 
combination.


In classic Omaha, the pot goes to a player with the best hand. In 
Omaha Hi-Lo, it is split between one with the highest hand and 
one with the lowest.

Omaha
PLO  |  PLO Hi-Lo  |  PLO5 (Big O)  |  PLO6 
PLO5 Hi-Lo  |  PLO6 Hi-Lo  |  Courchevel



Game stages are different from Hold 'em and Omaha, and betting 
rounds are called streets.


Each player is dealt a seven-card hand, some of the cards being 
face up, with several betting rounds during the deal. At the 
showdown, players use any five of their seven cards to make the 
best poker hand.


A standard 52-pack is used, and from 2 to 8 players can take part.


7-Card Stud Hi-Lo is also well-known; it is a split pot game 
variation where the pot is shared between the highest and the 
lowest hands.


Razz is a seven-card stud played for low only, using ace-to-five 
ranking. There are five rounds of betting in this game.

Stud
Stud Hi-Lo  |  7-card Stud  |  Razz



Теlesina is an Italian poker game that is a variant of Five Card Stud.


Unlike other Stud games, Telesina uses a 32-card deck, removing the 
cards from two to six.


Players are dealt a total of five cards over four betting rounds, where 
one card is face down, and the other four are shown to the 
opponents. This makes the game very similar to Five Card Stud, but 
the main difference is that in Telesina, there will be dealt one 
community card in the last betting round. The community card is 
known as “The Vela” and is a shared card among all players as the 
last chance to improve their hands.

Telesina (Italian Poker)
Telesina with Vela  |  Telesina 7A  |  Telesina 7A with Vela



Draw card games refer to several common poker variants in 
which players can discard (remove cards from their hands) and 
draw new cards to try to make a stronger hand.


Deuce to Seven Triple Draw is a 5-card draw low game. Each 
player is dealt 5 hidden hole cards, and the goal is to make the 
lowest possible 5-card hand. There are four rounds of betting 
and three draws in this game. After each round of betting, 
players may discard from zero to five cards, and the dealer will 
deal them the replacement cards. The maximum number of 
players in this game is 6.

Draw Games
2-7 single draw  |  2-7 triple draw  |  5-card draw 7-ace



Türk pokeri (Turkish poker) is a 5 Card Draw poker variant based 
on local rules and played with a short deck of 36 or fewer cards 
(depending on the number of players).


Each player receives five cards, and up to four of them can be 
exchanged.

Turkish Poker
Turkish Poker



When players get tired of Hold 'em, exotic variations can bring 
the engagement back, giving players a fresh new flavour.


Badugi originated in Asia and is a variant of draw poker. It 
shares many similarities with Lowball, as it’s the lowest hand 
that wins. It differs significantly from most popular poker 
variants, however, as the hand ranking system is different. In 
Badugi, you're looking for a four-card hand with one of each 
suit. This is called a Badugi. If more than one player has a 
Badugi, the lowest hand wins. Normally the lowest Badugi is 
A-2-3-4.


Badacy/Badacey. This is a split-pot form of Badugi and ace-to-
five triple draw lowball. Half the pot is awarded to the best ace-
to-five hand and the other half to the best Badugi hand.


Badeucy/Badeucey is also a split-pot game. Each player is 
dealt 5 down cards. In Badeucy, the Ace is always high. The 
pot is split between the best Badugi hand (Ace is high) and the 
best 2-7 hand.

Badugi
Badugi  |  Badacey  |  Badeucy



Chinese Poker does not operate by bets, betting rounds, or bluff. 
Players have to make three combinations out of 13 cards: two of 
five cards and one of three.


The differences between the variations are:


 the number of cards a player gets at a time (all 13 cards,  
1 card, 3 cards of which he may use 2), 
 the order of combinations (which one should be the highest), 
 all games use a special system of points given to the hand 

combinations.


The most popular variations are OFC Poker and OFC Pineapple.

•

•
•

Chinese Poker Games
Classic  |  OFC (Open face Chinese)  |  OFC Progressive 
Turbo OFC  |  OFC Pineapple



Rummy is a game that almost every household in India witnesses. 
However, Rummy’s ancestral roots come from the game of 
conquian, which has a Spanish origin.


There are over 60 variations derived from Rummy.


A few critical differences between Rummy and poker are the 
following:


 Poker has always been linked to casinos, while Rummy is a 
domestic card game. 
 Rummy is easier to learn, but poker is a lot more rewarding. 
 While Rummy is more like a fun game, poker often serves as  

a professional occupation for many players.


Points Rummy is the most widespread variant of Rummy.

•

•
•

Rummy
Points Rummy  |  Deals Rummy  |  Pool Rummy



Call Break is a thrilling multiplayer card game that users can 
consider playing after they've exhausted themselves from playing 
sufficient poker  
and Rummy. It's extremely popular in South Asian countries.


This game is played by four players with a 52-card deck. The 
trump suit is always Spades. The game's goal is to guess the 
number of tricks that one will take during the game as precisely 
as possible.

Call Break
Call Break



Teen Patty is an Indian origin card game that became popular in 
Southeast Asia. The game's objective is to make the best 3-card 
hand and maximise the pot before the showdown. A standard 52-
card pack is used.


Teen Patti is India's twist on 3-card poker and is identical to 3-card 
brag, which is popular in the UK.

Teen Patty
Teen Patty



Mixed games are when multiple poker games are 
played in rotation, switching from one to the next 
after a certain number of hands have been dealt. 
An operator can set up any customised 
combination of mixed games in the back-office.


Mixed games are a great option since most players 
lack the skills and knowledge needed to beat the 
games that are involved. Plus, learning new 
variants of poker can be a fun challenge.

Mixed Games

Customised

8 game mix

10 game mix

Omaha Hi/Lo 
Mixed

HA

H.O.E.

H.O.S.E.

H.O.R.S.E.



Game Variants and Features
To enrich the variety of options   

Bomb Pot


Throwables


Animated emojis


Rabbit Hunting


Opponent’s statistics


FastFold/Zoom/Rush

All-in or Fold


Straddle & Re-Straddle


With additional Ante (6 types)


Call Time tables


Run it Twice

Insurance


Anonymous tables


VPIP Limited


IP/GPS Restriction


Time-based tables


“Play now” tables



Games from Content Providers

Also, you can integrate Side-Bet and 
Mini-Casino games (Mini-Games) 
directly into poker gameplay.

from our partners to offer for 
integration into your gaming 
software.

10K+ casino games
We have Casino

Sportsbook

Content

Providers

Mini-Games

Live Dealer

Casino

Slots

Virtual Sport



For more information, don’t hesitate 
to get in touch with us!

Sales and General Inquires

sales@evenbetgaming.com

PR and Marketing

pr@evenbetgaming.com

Evenbet Gaming Limited

64 B. Bontadini street,

Birkirkara BKR 1737,Malta

Central America and LatAm

m.jimenez@evenbetgaming.com

+57 313 2685488

Skype: masajiva

Asia

cruz@evenbetgaming.com

+63 995 367 2500

Europe

+356 27761655

US and North America

+1 813 514 0531

Business Development and 
Partnership

bizdev@evenbetgaming.com

Contacts

mailto:sales@evenbetgaming.com
mailto:pr@evenbetgaming.com
mailto:m.jimenez@evenbetgaming.com
mailto:bizdev@evenbetgaming.com


Thank you!

evenbetgaming.com


